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ePub - Proceedings of the 4th European Conference
on on Intellectual Capital 2012 the sage handbook of
tourism management is a critical state of the art and
authoritative review of tourism management written by
leading international thinkers and academics in the field with
a strong focus on applications of theories and concepts to
tourism the chapters in this volume are framed as critical
synoptic pieces covering key developments current issues
and debates and emerging trends and future considerations
for the field part one approaching tourism part two
destination applications part three marketing applications
part four tourism product markets part five technological
applications part six environmental applications this
handbook offers a fresh contemporary and definitive look at
tourism management making it an essential resource for
academics researchers and students
The SAGE Handbook of Tourism Management 2018-08-06
this book provides a highly accessible skills focused entry
point to the interventions techniques strategies and core
knowledge you need to work with children and young people
divided into four parts it covers core knowledge
understanding development from 0 18 years key skills the
therapeutic process key skills interventions techniques
strategies key considerations contexts client groups its bite
sized entries include suggested additional resources to help
you explore the topic further and throughout the book you
will find case studies and exercises to aid your understanding
this book is ideal for mental health and therapy trainees and
practitioners who need a foundation in working with children
and young people
Key Theories and Skills in Counselling Children and Young
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People 2021-05-19 this exciting new state of the art book
reviews explores and advocates ways in which collaborative
research endeavours can through a transdisciplinary lens
enhance student academic and social experiences drawing
from a wide range of knowledges contexts geographical
locations and internationally renowned expertise the book
provides a unique look into the world of transdisciplinary
thinking collaborative learning and action in doing so the
book is action orientated reflective theoretical and intriguing
and provides a place for all of these to meet and mingle in
the spirit of curiosity and imagination
Transdisciplinary Theory, Practice and Education
2018-08-27 the authors are proud sponsors of the 2020 sage
keith roberts teaching innovations award enabling graduate
students and early career faculty to attend the annual asa
pre conference teaching and learning workshop now
available for the first time in print and e book formats
classical and contemporary sociological theory text and
readings offers students with the best of both worlds
carefully edited excerpts from the original works of sociology
s key thinkers accompanied by an analytical framework that
discusses the lives ideas and historical circumstances of
each theorist this unique format enables students to
examine compare and contrast each theorist s major themes
and concepts in the fourth edition of this bestseller examples
from contemporary life and a rich variety of updated
pedagogical tools tables figures discussion questions and
photographs come together to illuminate complex ideas for
today s readers included with this title the password
protected instructor resource site formally known as sage
edge offers access to all text specific resources including a
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test bank and editable chapter specific powerpoint slides
Classical and Contemporary Sociological Theory
2020-08-13 this new edition brings together leading
authorities from across the globe to provide a truly
international perspective into educational leadership and
management in school and post school sectors covering both
developed and developing countries it is underpinned by a
substantially updated analysis of theory research policy and
practice key topics include how leadership and management
differ in education an overview of key models of educational
leadership the relationship between leadership capabilities
and enhanced student outcomes leading for diversity and
inclusion and the policy and practice challenges that follow
leadership for social justice this is essential reading for
anyone taking courses in educational leadership and
management at postgraduate level or as professional
development and for current and aspiring educational
leaders seeking to enhance their practice
Principles of Educational Leadership & Management
2019-04-08 in this 88 page edition popular culture pushing
back against tech tyranny can the new luddites close
pandora s box by susan b martinez ph d ancient mysteries
the prosecution doesn t rest evidence for crime in the great
pyramid continues to mount by scott creighton lost history
searching for antilia hyperborea atlantis and lemuria were
not the only legendary destinations of antiquity by frank
joseph the unexplained socrates his inner voice was the
great philosopher mentally ill or something else by robert m
schoch ph d ancient mysteries portals to the multiverse is
there more to indigenous petroglyphs than meets the eye by
ken wells the unexplained a conan doyle the fairies why did
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the creator of sherlock holmes stake so much on his case for
little people by hunter liguore cryptozoology where be
dragons what if the stories were not entirely imaginary by
steven sora alternative history the riddles of time do the
orthodox schedules of our past really line up with the facts
by william b stoecker ancient america lady liberty indigenous
mother wisdom the ancient bond between native americans
and the goddess in new york harbor by robert hieronimus ph
d laura e cortner future science impossible material ushers in
the graphene age the stuff the journals rejected is now the
coming revolution by jeane manning the forbidden
archaeologist by michael cremo the silurian hypothesis
reconsidered astrology goddess signs astrology of the sacred
feminine by julie loar publisher s letter life sustaining
resources from dead space rocks by j douglas kenyon
Atlantis Rising Magazine Issue 130 – PUSHING BACK AGAINST
TECH TYRANNY PDF Download 2017-04-10 written with jean
mcniff s trademark enthusiasm and accessibility this book
complete with a practical workbook gives readers all they
need to be able to do action research in their own context
with confidence
Action Research 2018-10-11 prior to the collapse of
communism romanian historical movies were political
encouraging nationalistic feelings and devotion to the state
vlad the impaler and other such iconic figures emerged as
heroes rather than loathsome bloodsuckers celebrating a
shared sense of belonging the past decade has however
presented romanian films in which ordinary people are the
stars heroes go getters swindlers and sore losers the author
explores a wide selection old and new of films set in the
romanian past
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The Romanian Cinema of Nationalism 2015-03-16 this
book clearly approaches the 21st century skills issue hands
on reflective thorough a definite must have for students
professionals and he institutions nieke campagne careers
policy advisor leiden university the netherlands whether you
are about to embark on your business degree programme
are already a business student or are a business graduate
this book helps you to develop yourself and your career in
ways which will benefit you your current and future
employers and society focused on developing study and
personal skills to enhance your employability it provides
insights and practical guidance on developing a skill set and
competencies that will be valued by employers including
team working critical thinking networking managing emotion
and managing technological change self profiling through
career and life planning and self presentation through career
communication volunteering and internships becoming a
global business practitioner able to anticipate economic and
cultural change understand a diversity of world views and
the idea of global responsibility becoming a responsible and
ethical business practitioner embodying virtues and values
which are increasingly sought after by employers in line with
consumer expectations the first thing i really love about paul
dowson s hugely comprehensive book is its clarity he takes
complex themes and turns them into accessible learning
outcomes the other thing to love is its humanity it is
insightful and borne of a deep concern about how students
transition from higher education to working life and
citizenship jane artess director of research higher education
careers services unit hecsu uk
Personal and Professional Development for Business
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Students 2021-03-17 this handbook maps the expanding
field of gender and eu politics giving an overview of the
fundamentals and new directions of the sub discipline and
serving as a reference book for gender scholars and students
at different levels interested in the eu in investigating the
gendered nature of european integration and gender
relations in the eu as a political system it summarizes and
assesses the research on gender and the eu to this point in
time identifies existing research gaps in gender and eu
studies and addresses directions for future research
distinguished contributors from the us the uk and continental
europe and from across disciplines from political science
sociology economics and law expertly inform about gender
approaches and summarize the state of the art in gender and
eu studies the routledge handbook of gender and eu politics
provides an essential and authoritative source of information
for students scholars and researchers in eu studies politics
gender studies politics political theory comparative politics
international relations political and gender sociology political
economy european and legal studies law
The Routledge Handbook of Gender and EU Politics
2012-11-30 in recent years cloud computing has gained a
significant amount of attention by providing more flexible
ways to store applications remotely with software testing
continuing to be an important part of the software
engineering life cycle the emergence of software testing in
the cloud has the potential to change the way software
testing is performed software testing in the cloud
perspectives on an emerging discipline is a comprehensive
collection of research by leading experts in the field
providing an overview of cloud computing and current issues
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in software testing and system migration deserving the
attention of researchers practitioners and managers this
book aims to raise awareness about this new field of study
Software Testing in the Cloud: Perspectives on an
Emerging Discipline 2021-06-29 natural landscapes are
intricately tied to human health and well being while
contemporary lifestyles have caused people to feel
disconnected from the natural environment this relationship
is now recognized as vitally important with landscapes
increasingly valued for their stress reduction aesthetic and
restorative benefits providing an overview of the history
theoretical concepts and individual and societal implications
of human connection to natural landscapes this book
considers natural landscapes role as an antidote to our
modern predominantly urban society
Health and Natural Landscapes 2020-02-14 the first
collection in the area of mentoring that applies theory to real
world practice research programs and recommendations
from an international perspective in today s networked world
society mentoring is a crucial area for study that requires a
deep international understanding for effective
implementation despite the immense benefits of mentoring
current literature on this subject is surprisingly sparse the
wiley international handbook of mentoring fills the need for a
comprehensive volume of in depth information on the
different types of mentoring programs effective mentoring
practices and emerging practical and applicable theories
based on sound research methodologies this unique text
presents original essays by experts from over ten different
countries demonstrating the ways mentoring can make a
difference in the workplace and in the classroom these
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experts have an understanding of mentoring worldwide
having worked in mentoring in over forty countries each of
the handbook s four sections mentoring paradigms practices
programs and possibilities include a final synthesis chapter
authored by the section editors that captures the essence of
the lessons learned applies a global context and
recommends research avenues for further exploration this
innovative volume demonstrates how mentoring in any
culture can help employees to complete tasks and advance
in their positions aid in socialization and assimilation in
various settings provide diverse groups access to resources
and information navigate through personalities politics
policies and procedures and much more offers an inclusive
international perspective that supports moving mentoring
into a discipline of its own and lays a theoretical foundation
for further research shows how emerging practical theories
can be implemented in actual programs and various
scenarios examines a wide range of contemporary
paradigms practices and programs in the field of mentoring
including a panorama of introspections on mentoring from
international scholars and practitioners includes historical
and epistemological content background information and
definitions and overviews of fundamental aspects of
mentoring the wiley international handbook of mentoring is
an essential volume for a global readership particularly
teachers of mentoring courses trainers and researchers and
practitioners in a variety of fields such as business education
government politics sciences industry or sports
The Wiley International Handbook of Mentoring
2014-04-28 in recent years scholars have understood the
increasing use of the st george s cross by football fans to be
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evidence of a rise in a specifically english identity this has
emerged as part of a wider national response to broader
political processes such as devolution and european
integration which have fragmented identities within the uk
using the controversial figurational sociological approach
advocated by the twentieth century theorist norbert elias this
book challenges such a view drawing on ethnographic
research amongst fans to explore the precise nature of the
relationship between contemporary english national identity
and football fan culture examining football fans expressions
of englishness in public houses and online spaces the author
discusses the effects of globalization european integration
and uk devolution on english society revealing that the use
of the st george s cross does not signal the emergence of a
specifically english national consciousness but in fact masks
a more complex multi layered process of national identity
construction a detailed and grounded study of identity
nationalism and globalization amongst football fans english
national identity and football fan culture will appeal to
scholars and students of politics sociology and anthropology
with interests in ethnography the sociology of sport fan
cultures globalization and contemporary national identities
English National Identity and Football Fan Culture
2024-04-30 in the small world of swiss graphic design prizes
such as the swiss design awards sda are followed closely the
winners works are admired envied and emulated the
generous prize money allows designers to launch their
careers and focus on lesser paid but critically recognised
work awards thus play the role of bellwethers of the scene
however criticisms inevitably arise speaking in hushed tones
designers speculate as to why a colleague won over another
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rumours have it that jury members favour their inner circles
and exclude competitors analysing this universe in detail
jonas berthod retraces the recent history of the sda and the
emergence of a new design culture in switzerland
The Prize of Success 2013-08-29 as an example of
convergence the mobile phone especially in the form of
smartphone is now ushering in new promises of
seamlessness between engagement with technology and
everyday common experiences this seamlessness is not only
about how one transitions between the worlds of the device
and the physical environment but it also captures the
transition and convergences between devices as well i e
laptop to smartphone smartphone to tablet this volume
argues however that these transitions are far from seamless
we see divisions between online and offline virtual and actual
here and there taking on different cartographies emergent
forms of seams it is these seams that this volume
acknowledges challenges and explores socially culturally
technologically and historically as we move to a deeper
understanding of the role and impact of mobile
communication s saturation throughout the world
Mobile Media Practices, Presence and Politics
2023-12-04 this volume showcases interdisciplinary research
on young people s media lifeworlds originating from the
research platform youthmedialife at the university of vienna
and its first international conference in 2021 from big
questions about our research practices during pandemic
times to smaller data sets focusing on specific platforms and
historical or geographical particularities the volume
constitutes a diverse collection with a broad thematic
heading and as such demonstrates the range and scope of
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this research field it offers to its readers the opportunity to
learn about broader approaches to interdisciplinary research
and provides case studies that are very specific in their focus
and illustrate irritations and concerns with contemporary
media practices
#YouthMediaLife & Friends 2014-01-01 the current
movement toward more and better research experiences for
undergraduates has spread across disciplines in the arts
humanities science mathematics and engineering beyond
the research university to the full range of post secondary
institutions of higher education along with this spread of
practice is the need to take stock of the programs and make
use of evaluation to inform program improvement and to
communicate an understanding of the worth of the program
to funders institutional administrators faculty mentors and
students the main aim of the book is to provide a practical
guide for planning an evaluation of an undergraduate
experience program the intent is to enable a program
director to plan with a team consisting of an internal
evaluator and program staff a systematic and rigorous study
of the program processes products organizational dynamics
etc including the gathering and analysis of information that is
context sensitive and connected to an argument and
justification for descriptive causal and practice useful claims
it is useful for a program director to contract with an
evaluator it is specific to the field of undergraduate research
experience while being useful for other fields it places strong
emphasis on how to find and specify evaluation questions
that yield information that has high leverage for program
improvement and demonstrating the effectiveness and worth
of the program a measure of attitude toward evaluation
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allows you to reflect on your leanings evaluation orientations
such as formative summative process product preordinate
goals emergent goals and other characteristics of
approaches to and confidence in evaluation the main
readership is targeted to directors and developers of
undergraduate research experience programs while the
examples are mainly in the undergraduate research
experience it will be found useful for instructors of courses in
project evaluation and beginning level evaluators the
usefulness of the book is enhanced by a checklist in the final
chapter that integrates the approaches from throughout the
book referencing the earlier discussions
Evaluating The Undergraduate Research Experience
2009-10-20 the routledge companion to news and journalism
presents an authoritative comprehensive assessment of
diverse forms of news media reporting past present and
future including 60 chapters written by an outstanding team
of internationally respected authors the companion provides
scholars and students with a reliable historically informed
guide to news media and journalism studies the companion
has the following features it is organised to address a series
of themes pertinent to the on going theoretical and
methodological development of news and journalism studies
around the globe the focus encompasses news institutions
production processes texts and audiences individual
chapters are problem led seeking to address real world
concerns that cast light on an important dimension of news
and journalism and show why it matters entries draw on a
range of academic disciplines to explore pertinent topics
particularly around the role of journalism in democracy such
as citizenship power and public trust discussion revolves
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primarily around academic research conducted in the uk and
the us with further contributions from other national contexts
thereby allowing international comparisons to be made the
routledge companion to news and journalism provides an
essential guide to key ideas issues concepts and debates
while also stressing the value of reinvigorating scholarship
with a critical eye to developments in the professional realm
the paperback edition of this companion includes four new
chapters focusing on news framing newsmagazines digital
radio news and social media contributors g stuart adam
stuart allan chris atton brian baresch geoffrey baym w lance
bennett rodney benson s elizabeth bird r warwick blood tanja
bosch raymond boyle bonnie brennen qing cao cynthia carter
anabela carvalho deborah chambers lilie chouliaraki lisbeth
clausen james r compton simon cottle ros coward andrew
crisell mark deuze roger dickinson wolfgang donsbach mats
ekström james s ettema natalie fenton bob franklin herbert j
gans mark glaser mark hampton joseph harker jackie
harrison john hartley alfred hermida andrew hoskins shih
hsien hsu dale jacquette bengt johansson richard kaplan
carolyn kitch douglas kellner larsåke larsson justin lewis jake
lynch mirca madianou donald matheson heidi mau brian
mcnair kaitlynn mendes máire messenger davies toby miller
martin montgomery marguerite moritz mohammed el
nawawy henrik Örnebring julian petley shawn powers greg
philo stephen d reese barry richards david rowe philip seib
jane b singer guy starkey linda steiner daya kishan thassu
john tulloch howard tumber silvio waisbord gary whannel
andrew williams barbie zelizer
The Routledge Companion to News and Journalism
2022-08-27 the palgrave handbook of the history of human
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sciences offers a uniquely comprehensive and global
overview of the evolution of ideas concepts and policies
within the human sciences drawn from histories of the social
and psychological sciences anthropology the history and
philosophy of science and the history of ideas this collection
analyses the health and welfare of populations evidence of
the changing nature of our local communities cities societies
or global movements and studies the way our humanness or
human nature undergoes shifts because of broader
technological shifts or patterns of living this handbook serves
as an authoritative reference to a vast source of
representative scholarly work in interdisciplinary fields a
means of understanding patterns of social change and the
conduct of institutions as well as the histories of these ways
of knowing probe the contexts circumstances and conditions
which underpin continuity and change in the way we count
analyse and understand ourselves in our different social
worlds it reflects a critical scholarly interest in both
traditional and emerging concerns on the relations between
the biological and social sciences and between these and
changes and continuities in societies and conducts as 21st
century research moves into new intellectual and geographic
territories more diverse fields and global problematics
The Palgrave Handbook of the History of Human Sciences
2018-10-25 while the individual elements of the propaganda
system or filters identified by the propaganda model pm
ownership advertising sources flak and anti communism
have previously been the focus of much scholarly attention
their systematisation in a model empirical corroboration and
historicisation have made the pm a useful tool for media
analysis across cultural and geographical boundaries despite
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the wealth of scholarly research herman and chomsky s work
has set into motion over the past decades the pm has been
subjected to marginalisation poorly informed critiques and
misrepresentations interestingly while the pm enables
researchers to form discerning predictions as regards
corporate media performance herman and chomsky had
further predicted that the pm itself would meet with such
marginalisation and contempt in current theoretical and
empirical studies of mass media performance uses of the pm
continue nonetheless to yield important insights into the
workings of political and economic power in society due in
large measure to the model s considerable explanatory
power
The Propaganda Model Today 2020-10-19 it s important that
research with indigenous peoples is ethically and
methodologically relevant this volume looks at challenges
involved in this research and offers best practice guidelines
to research communities exploring how adherence to ethical
research principles acknowledges and maintains the integrity
of indigenous people and knowledge
Indigenous Research Ethics 2008-11-03 an essential guide to
the current state of market entry in japan that illustrates the
challenges opportunities and routes to successfully doing
business in japan it offers a short but scientifically well
founded overview of the ways into the japanese market that
promise success
Market Entry in Japan 2023-11-10 this cutting edge book
provides a comprehensive examination of applied qualitative
research in the caribbean it highlights the methodological
diversity of qualitative research by drawing on various
approaches to the study of caribbean society addressing the
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lack of published qualitative research on the region featuring
17 chapters the book covers five key areas namely overview
and introduction gender crime and violence gender and
intimate partner violence health management and public
policy and migration and tourism throughout the course of
the book the chapters explore how different kinds of
qualitative research can be used to inform public policy and
help deal with a myriad of socioeconomic problems that
affect caribbean people the book further uses distinct
approaches to showcase a diverse selection of qualitative
research methods such as autoethnography life history
narrative enquiry participants observation grounded theory
case study and critical discourse the book will be beneficial
for students and scholars both from the caribbean and
internationally who are engaged in the conduct of qualitative
empirical enquiry it will further hold appeal to advanced
undergraduate level classes and postgraduate students
along with scholars in the fields of social sciences and
education
The Routledge Companion to Applied Qualitative
Research in the Caribbean 2023-11-09 this book
examines how society has been affected by the social
upheaval of the years since george floyd s death and efforts
by those in education and educational technology to address
the concerns of equity community and social justice this
book is a practical yet scholarly guide in the pursuit of
inclusive design drawing from a diverse range of authors
with a broad range of application and theory the chapters go
beyond a narrow view of inclusive learning design and
address issues in a broad range of fields this book is
appropriate for all levels of learning with a distinct focus on
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higher education and graduate education
Toward Inclusive Learning Design 2018-10-06 this new
and engaging core textbook offers a unique line manager
perspective that presents students with hrm topics and
issues that they will be confronted with once they enter the
world of work in a managerial role it is a concise text that
focuses on providing students with all they need to know to
equip them with a comprehensive understanding of the role
the non hr manager plays in the day to day running of an
organization the author s deep understanding and wide
ranging knowledge of the subject matter means that the text
is firmly founded on the latest research while the case
studies topical and international examples and experiential
exercises that form a fundamental part of the book ensure
that theory is always clearly applied to real world practice
this text is an essential companion for mba and postgraduate
students who are studying modules on human resource
management or managing people but who are non hrm
specialists and do not require the exhaustive detail found in
other hrm texts it is also suited for use alongside upper level
undergraduate modules on these topics on mainstream
business degrees
Managing People in Organizations 2023-11-23 available open
access digitally under cc by nc nd licence with agenda 2030
the un adopted wide ranging sustainable development goals
sdgs that integrate development and environmental agendas
this book focuses on the political tensions between the
environmental objectives and socio economic aspects of
sustainable development the collection provides an
introduction to interlinkages synergies and trade offs
between the green and other goals such as gender equality
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and economic growth it also considers related goals on cities
and partnerships as crucial for implementing
environmentally sound sustainability identifying governance
failures and responsibilities it advocates for a shift towards
cooperative economics and politics for the common good
The Environment in Global Sustainability Governance
2013 the fundamental nature of a leader s work changes at
the strategic level leaders currently working as strategic
leaders or those aspiring to become strategic leaders must
gain a fine appreciation for the effort and skills required at
the strategic level moreover they need to develop and hone
their personal dimensions including conceptual social and
behavioral capacities individual traits attitudes and
characteristics and technical skills and business acumen and
acquire the new knowledge essential for success at the
strategic level this book is intended to help develop strategic
leaders in each of these personal dimensions
Leading at the Strategic Level in an Uncertain World
2017-01-11 this book is open access under a creative
commons license this authoritative book presents the ever
progressing state of the art in evaluating climate change
strategies and action it builds upon a selection of relevant
and practical papers and presentations given at the 2nd
international conference on evaluating climate change and
development held in washington dc in 2014 and includes
perspectives from independent evaluations of the major
international organisations supporting climate action in
developing countries such as the global environment facility
the first section of the book sets the stage and provides an
overview of independent evaluations carried out by
multilateral development banks and development
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organisations important topics include how policies and
organisations aim to achieve impact and how this is
measured whether climate change is mainstreamed into
other development programs and whether operations are
meeting the urgency of climate change challenges the
following sections focus on evaluation of climate change
projects and policies as they link to development from the
perspective of international organisations ngo s multilateral
and bilateral aid agencies and academia the authors share
methodologies or approaches used to better understand
problems and assess interventions strategies and policies
they also share challenges encountered what was done to
solve these and lessons learned from evaluations collectively
the authors illustrate the importance of evaluation in
providing evidence to guide policy change to informed
decision making
Evaluating Climate Change Action for Sustainable
Development 2016-06-30 el marketing viral se inoculó en el
panorama profesional publicitario como una vacuna eficazy
económica contra la supuesta inmunidad de las audiencias a
los mensajes comerciales conseguir que fueran los
consumidores quienes transmitieran los anuncios
espontáneamente entre sus redes sociales se consideró la
panacea en un mercado comunicativo sobresaturado sin
embargo la publicidad boca a oreja basada en
recomendaciones ya conseguía el mismo objetivo desde
tiempos ancestrales fueron las tecnologías de la información
y de la comunicación tic las que posibilitaron el salto
exponencial hacia la publicidad viral y en consecuencia un
cambio de magnitudes sin precedentes los contenidos
comerciales pasaban a ser compartibles a escala planetaria
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a la velocidad de un clic este libro se centra en detectar las
claves creativas comunes que detonaron el contagio de 651
vídeos publicitarios entre los usuarios de las redes sociales
digitales a partir de un constructo analítico formado por
drivers creativos cepas virales y la variable ambigüedad se
propone la fórmula v cc d c a como base inspiradora para
crear publicidad altamente contagiosa
Publicidad contagiosa 2021-07-23 this innovative volume
critically examines the intersection between democracy
education and communication in african educational domains
providing a platform for multidisciplinary research it
advances scholarship in democratic citizenship education in
african higher education through methodological and
theoretical innovation the book discusses the extent to which
explicit or subtle communication frameworks that underlie
policymaking institutional culture teaching and learning
experiences in african higher education significantly
engender democratic mind habits and practices in students
as citizens chapters in the book examine how communication
frameworks in pedagogy ought to navigate power
imbalances between students on the one hand and the
institution and academics on the other the book also
examines how dis empowering higher education policies are
and whether they contribute to democratic equality this book
will be of great interest to academics researchers and post
graduate students in the fields of education democratic
citizenship education communication and african studies
Education, Communication and Democracy in Africa
2022-06-24 this book examines the historical trajectory of
the growth of the television news and critically analyzes the
role of private television news in framing the nature of public
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discourse in contemporary india set in the context of a
transformed media landscape the book attempts to
understand and analyze the role of two private national news
channels ndtv 24 7 and aaj tak in producing mediatized
narratives that offer a commentary on the various social
political cultural religious and economic issues in the public
domain this is achieved by critically examining the process
and techniques of production representation and
consumption of current affairs programs such as studio
debates panel discussions audience talk shows and
documentaries aired on both the channels highlighting some
of the key trends that impinge on the structure and mode of
operation of television news media in contemporary india the
book offers a simultaneous examination of how the
production representation and consumption of the
mediatized discourses shape the nature of public discourse
and have social political ramifications for the functioning of
indian democracy the book will be of interest to researchers
in sociology media and communication studies popular
culture and south asian studies
Media Discourse in Contemporary India 2008-11-19 youth
and the future what will become of today s young people in
australia asia europe latin america and north america will
they be supportive of the world they live in or are they
doomed to be criminal drop outs the authors investigate to
which extent different and contradictory trends of social
modernisation and economic progress determine the
biographical development and social integration of young
people in different countries and world regions thus the
authors look at the role young people themselves can play in
the future either as construc tive social actors or as a
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problematic and partly excluded group unable to face the
challenges of a permanently changing world
Youth Transitions 2023-07-19 the last few decades have
seen an increase in the migration of ageing people from
richer northern and western countries to poorer southern and
eastern countries this book seeks to understand the
motivation behind retirement migration and how precarity in
later life contributes to this trend drawing on accounts of
retirees from different nations the book examines how
welfare policies in their home country and their country of
migration interact to shape their experiences of migration it
shows how ageism impacts social precarity across different
social classes and across economic social and health
dimensions it also evaluates how local and global systems of
inequalities influence retirement migrants experience
providing both opportunities and constraints that differ
across countries
Retirement Migration and Precarity in Later Life
2019-08-22 more extensive regulations new technologies
and new means of communication have significantly
changed the financing landscape for startups and small to
medium sized companies smes this volume provides a
contemporary research based overview of the latest trends
in entrepreneurial finance and outlines expected future
developments starting with the status quo in market
regulations and the financing structure of smes it addresses
a broad range of new financing alternatives for innovative
startups e g business angel financing venture capital and
corporate venture capital as well as recent social phenomena
e g crowdfunding and initial coin offerings icos incorporating
qualitative quantitative and mixed analytical methods the
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book contributes to a better understanding of the financing
world by reflecting both the researcher s and the practitioner
s perspective
Impact (EasyRead Large Bold Edition) 2021-12-27 this
handbook provides a comprehensive review of
communication around rising global environmental
challenges and public action to manage them now and into
the future bringing together theoretical methodological and
practical chapters this book presents a unique opportunity
for environmental communication scholars to critically reflect
on the past examine present trends and start envisioning
exciting new methodologies theories and areas of research
chapters feature authors from a wide range of countries to
critically review the genesis and evolution of environmental
communication research and thus analyze current issues in
the field from a truly international perspective incorporating
diverse epistemological perspectives exciting new
methodologies and interdisciplinary theoretical frameworks
the handbook seeks to challenge existing dominant
perspectives of environmental communication from and
about populations in the global south and disenfranchised
populations in the global north the handbook of international
trends in environmental communication is ideal for scholars
and advanced students of communication sustainability
strategic communication media environmental studies and
politics
Contemporary Developments in Entrepreneurial
Finance 2010-07-15 editors foreword the fundamental
changes currently taking place in the national and
international science landscapes can no longer be
overlooked within those changes reforms do not go as
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planned but as is always the case with processes of rationali
tion have a series of unintended effects at the same time it
becomes incre ingly clear who in this process are the winners
and who are the losers although this is still subject to
fluctuation and change this can be illustrated by two amples
from current events where the range of taught courses is
concerned as part of the bologna process the new
structuring of student study paths and their organisation is
aimed at unifying the european area of science to ensure a
study that is equally permissive and efficient however it is to
be deplored that the mobility of s dents has become more
restricted because of an increasing specialisation in the
available study paths also bachelor degrees do not meet with
the anticipated high response from the labour market in all
countries so that the master s degree is becoming more or
less a must while at the same time the number of study
places on master s courses is limited instead of the intended
reduction in the duration of study time in comparison to the
previous german magister and diplom rather a prolongation
in the duration of studies has been recorded
The Handbook of International Trends in Environmental
Communication 2022-08-30
Gender Change in Academia
Coronavirus Disease (COVID-19): Psychological,
Behavioral, Interpersonal Effects, and Clinical
Implications for Health Systems
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